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Amendments  

Proposal for amendments to this document should be forwarded to:  

The Hon. Secretary  

P.O. Box 1527 

Bathurst, NSW, 2795 

 

Or via email:   

president@bathurstdca.com / 

secretary@bathurstdca.com 

Release  Author  Amendment Description  

Draft 0.1  Campbell Graham  Initial Draft  

Draft 0.2  Scott Campbell  Spell Check, formatting and minor revisions  

Draft 0.3  Campbell Graham,  

Richard Newell,  

Scott Campbell  

Spell Check, formatting and minor revisions  

Version 1.0  BDCA Delegates  First Release approved by BDCA Delegates  
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1 THE PREABLE- THE SPIRIT OF THE GAME  

Cricket is a game that owes much of its unique appeal to the fact that it should be 

played not only within it Laws but also within the Spirit of the Game. Any actions 

which are seen to abuse this spirit causes injury to the game itself. The major 

responsibility for ensuring the spirit of the fair play rests with the captains.  

1.1 There are two Laws which place the responsibility for the team’s conduct 

firmly with the captains  
a) Responsibility of Captain 

The Captains are responsible at all times for ensuring that play is 

conducted within the Spirit of the Game as well as within the Laws.  

b) Players Conduct 

In the event of a player failing to comply with the instructions by an 

umpire, or criticising by word or action the decisions made by an 

umpire, or showing dissent, or generally behaving in a manner which 

might bring the game into disrepute, the umpire concerned shall in the 

first place report to the matter to the other umpire and the players 

captain, and instruct the latter to take action.  

1.2 Fair and Unfair Play  
According to the Laws the umpires are the sole judges of fair and unfair play. The 

umpires may intervene at any time and it is the responsibility of the captain to take 

action where required.  

1.3 The Umpires are to intervene in cases of:  
• Time Wasting 

• Damaging the Pitch 

• Dangerous or unfair bowling 

• Tampering with the ball 

• Any other action that they consider unfair 

1.4 The Spirit of the Game involves RESPECT for:  
• Your opponents 

• Your own captain and team 

• The role of any umpire 

• The games traditional values 

1.5 It is against the Spirit of the Game  
• To dispute an umpire’s decision by word, action or gesture 

• To direct abusive language towards an opponent or umpire 

• To indulge in cheating or any sharp practice, for instance, 

(i) To appeal knowing the batsman is not out  
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(ii) To advance towards an umpire in an aggressive manner when 

appealing  

(iii) To seek to distract an opponent either verbally or by harassment 

with persistent clapping or unnecessary noise under the guise of 

enthusiasm and motivation of one’s own team  

1.6 Violence  
There is no place for any act of violence on the field of play.  

1.7 Players  
Captains and Umpires together set the tone for the conduct of a cricket match. Every 

player is expected to make an important contribution to this.   
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2 PERSONS WHO MUST COMPLY  

The following persons must comply with the Code of Conduct  

a) Players (including those who act as a 12th man) who participate in matches 

organised by any of the Association 

b) Umpires who participate in matches organised by any of the Association 

c) Persons who are in attendance at matches organised by an Association 

andwho are members of bodies which elect or are represented by delegate 

members of any of the Association 

d) Persons who are in attendance at matches organised by any of the 

Associations and who are members of any of the Affiliates 

e) Persons who are in attendance at matches organised by the Associations and 

who are office bearers of bodies which elect or are represented by delegate’s 

members of any of the Association 

f) Persons who are in attendance at matches organised by any of the 

Association and who are office bearers of any of its Affiliates 

g) Players (including those who act as a 12th man) who play in teams 

representing any of the Associations or are selected by a selection committee 

of any of the Associations 

h) Persons who are in attendance at matches involving teams representing any 

of the Associations or selected by a selection committee of any of the 

Associations and who are members of bodies which elect or are represented 

by delegate members of any of the Associations, and 

i) Persons who are in attendance at matches involving teams representing and 

of the Associations or selected by a selection committee of any of the 

Associations and who are office bearers of any of the Associations. 

3  CODE OF CONDUCT  

3.1 No person bound by this Code of Conduct shall engage in disorderly or improper 

conduct or behaviour  

3.2 A person who engages in disorderly or improper conduct or behaviour breaches 

this Code of Conduct.  

3.3 Disorderly or improper conduct or behaviour includes, but is not restricted to, a 

person:  

a) Assaulting or attempting to assault, or abusing either orally or physically, 

an umpire, player or spectator. 

b) Disputing, as distinct from questioning, an umpire’s decision, or reacting in 

an obviously provocative matter towards an umpire 

c) Using crude or abusive language, or hand signals or other gestures 

d) Engaging in any other form of conduct or behaviour detrimental to the 

spirit of the game or likely to bring the game into disrepute 

e) Refusing to supply that person’s name and/or that person’s address when 

required by another person who is lodging a report 
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3.4 The captain of a team shall ensure that the players (includes the person 

acting as 12th man) comply with the Code of Conduct.  

3.5 The captain of a team breaches the Code of Conduct if a player in that 

team engages in continuing disorderly or improper conduct or behaviour.   
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4 RACIAL AND RELIGIOUS VILIFICATION CODE  

4.1 Background  
Cricket is a game where polite interaction between participants and with spectators 

has always been an essential component. It is each captain’s role to ensure that the 

behaviour of players in a team meet the expectations of the community generally 

and the cricket community in particular. The cricket community is anxious that people 

of all ethnic and religious backgrounds enjoy playing and watching the game of 

cricket. To facilitate this endeavour and to demonstrate that cricket is in tune with the 

wider community in opposing racial and religious vilification in all its form, the New 

South Wales Cricket Association (NSWCA) introduces this code  

4.2 Purpose of the Code  
The purpose of this code is to  

a) Recognise the commitment of NSWCA to the avoidance and elimination of 

racial and religious vilification: 

b) Foster an environment where captains, in appropriate circumstances, deal 

with any alleged breach of this Code, and 

c) Establish a framework for dealing with alleged breaches of this Code 

whereaction taken to resolve such matter has not been to the satisfaction if 

those concerned. 

4.3 Conducted Covered by the Code  
No person who is participating in a match under the jurisdiction or auspices of the 

NSWCA or its affiliates shall engage in any conduct, act towards, or speak to any 

other person in a matter which offends, insults, humiliates or vilifies such person on 

the basis of that person’s race, religion, colour, descent, ethnic origin or sexual 

orientation.   

4.4 The Relationship between this Code and other Rules and Regulations This 

Code does not restrict any other action which may be taken in relation to the 

conduct covered by this code under the Australian Cricket Board Code of Conduct  

4.5 Procedure Following Allegations  
Any allegation of a breach of this Code of Conduct against a player should be 

directed, either verbally or in writing, to the captain of the team who shall:  

a) Immediately request the player involve to apologise appropriately to the 

complainant: or 

b) If the allegation is not admitted, undertake an investigation of the matter at the 

conclusion of the match. 

Any person to be found in breach of this Code as a result of an investigation by the 

captain will be required to apologise appropriately to the complainant before being 

permitted to play in any future match.  
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Where the allegation of a breach of this Code is against the captain of a team who 

admits to such behaviour, the captain shall apologise to the complainant before 

being permitted to play in any future match.  

4.6 Procedure Where Allegation Not Resolved to Satisfaction of Complainant 
Where a complainant who has directed an alleged breach of this Code to the captain 

of a team is not satisfied with the outcome, the complainant is entitled to lodged a 

complaint with the Association governing the competition in which the team 

participates (the Association)  

4.7 Continuous Breaches of the Code  
Where a breach of this Code is alleged against a player who has previously 

breached the Code, the captain will again attempt to resolve the matter. However, if 

the captain regards the allegation to be more serious than the earlier occasion, the 

captain shall refer the matter to the Association for appropriate action.  

4.8 Reporting  
Any allegation of a breach of this Code and the action to resolve it shall be recorded 

by the captain  

4.9 Continuous Education  
NSWCA will prepare, maintain and make available to all member clubs and affiliates 

a booklet covering issues relating to racial and religious vilification. The Code will be 

included along with references illustrating examples of racial and religious vilification 

identified in other sports. Where any difficulty is experienced or is expected in 

implementing the principles of this Code, applications should be made to NSWCA for 

assistance.  
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5 SOCIAL MEDIA  

5.1 Background  
Social Media offers the opportunity for people to gather in online communities a 

shared interest or consume content.  

Globally, the internet and in particular Social Media is growing at a phenomenal rate. 

The interest also extends to corporation who are recognising that social media offer 

new opportunities to engage in communications with customers, and other 

communities with shared interests.  

BDCA embraces Social Media as an important tool for the engagement of 

stakeholders, including fans, media, sponsors and participants.  

It is important not to be afraid of Social Media, if used correctly and most importantly, 

with common sense, it is a wonderful tool to help promote cricket.  

This policy applies to all players and administrators under the auspices of BDCA.  

5.2 Social Media Tools  
Social Media tools include but are not limited to the following-  

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, MySpace, Pinterest, Google+, Vine, Flickr, 

Wikipedia, online discussions and forums, personal websites and blogs.  

5.3 Public Space and Comment  
What you post online is not anonymous. Assume anything you can post can be 

traced back to you, and hence your cricket organisation.  

While players and administrators are allowed to speak about cricket, and cricket 

issues, via their personal accounts, recognise that any post you make online may be 

deemed as a “public comment” and could be used by others.  

As such, it is important no person make any comments on behalf of BDCA unless 

authorised to do so in, line with their position. This includes responding to questions 

posed by members of the public online.  

The Web is permanent and mistakes cannot be easily retracted, if at all.  

5.4 Guidelines for Personal Social Media Accounts  
a) Don’t Tell Secrets 

The Guidelines for the use of social media complement existing requirements 

of any person with regard to confidentiality and other ethical standards. If 

you’re not sure if something needs to be kept confidential, then it probably 

should. 

b) Write as an Expert 
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It is fine to talk about cricket- in fact you have the ability to provide a unique 

perspective. Share your insights, knowledge, personality and passion. The 

line between your personal life and professional life is no longer a clear 

boundary so consider carefully who you are communicating to and who else 

may be listening. Basically, do not guess. 

c) Be Honest 

Authentically, transparency and honesty are always valued highly- and 

especially online. Do not blog anonymously or use fake names. Don’t say 

anything that is untrue or misleading. Identify yourself and your role when 

blogging about topics relating to cricket. 

d) Be Respectful 

Respect your audience and don’t use comments that are defamatory, 

obscene, insulting, objectionable, ethnic slurs and/or threatening. Avoid 

arguments and respect facts. Some discussions are better had offline rather 

than degenerate into slanging matches. Respect people’s privacy and don’t 

publish personal details and photographs without permission. Like most 

comments that you think might be inflammatory, wait 24 hours if you are 

unsure whether to send and then decide. 

e) What you Say Says a lot About You 

What you post online gives people an insight into your character/brand so 

consider what messages you are sending. Is there a pattern emerging that 

paints a picture of you that you’d find hard to explain? Steer clear of 

discussions that may paint you in a bad light- it’s easier to avoid these than 

argue the context after the event. 

5.5  Privacy  

Ensure your privacy settings are appropriate for the intended use of any social media 

platform.  

Please also respect the privacy of others and refrain from posting comments, images 

etc. of friends or players that may not appreciate being in the public sphere.  

6 JUDICIARY COMMITTEE  

6.1 Establishment of the Judiciary Committee  
There shall be a Judiciary Committee which shall be called the BDCA Judiciary 

Committee  

6.2 Judiciary Committee Members to be elected at Annual General Meeting 

each year   
At the Annual General Meeting, the Members shall:  
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a) Determine the number of persons to be elected as Judiciary Committee for 

the coming year. 

b) Elect the Judiciary Committee Members for the coming year, and 

c) Elect from among those Judiciary Committee Members the Chairman of 

theJudiciary Committee for the coming year. 

6.3 Eligibility of Candidates for Election as Judiciary Committee Members  
Candidates for election as Judiciary Committee Members may be but need not be  

Members. Retiring Judiciary Committee Members may be candidates for re-election  

6.4 Nominations of Candidates for Election as Judiciary Committee Members  
Candidates for election at the Annual General Meeting as Judiciary Committee 

Members shall be orally nominated during the course of that meeting by the 

chairman of that meeting.  

6.5 Candidates not requires to be listed in Notice of Annual General Meeting It 
shall not be necessary to list the names of candidates seeking election as Judiciary  

Committee Members in any notice convening the Annual General Meeting  

6.6 Insufficient Candidates to Fill Vacancies  
If the number of persons elected as Judiciary Committee Members of the Annual  

General Meeting is less than the number of persons that the Annual General  

Meeting resolves should comprise the Judiciary Committee then the BDCA 

Management Committee may a person or persons to the Judiciary Committee to fill 

the vacancy or vacancies.  

6.7 Election of Judiciary Committee Members  
The election of Judiciary Committee Members shall be conducted at the Annual 

General Meeting in such usual and proper matter as the Chairman of that meeting 

may direct.  

6.8 Conflict of Interest  
If a member or members of the Judiciary Committee elected at the Annual General  

Meeting have a potential conflict of interest with regards to the matter before the  

Judiciary Committee, then the BDCA Management Committee may appoint a person 

or persons to the Judiciary Committee to fill the vacancy or vacancies with regard to 

the matter at hand.  

7  POWERS OF THE JUDICIARY COMMITTEEE  

7.1 Power of the Judiciary Committee  
The Judiciary Committee shall have the power to take the following actions against 

persons, if the Judiciary Committee determines in accordance with the provisions of 

the Rules that such person has breached the Code of Conduct:  
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a) Censure the person 

b) Suspend the person from participating in matches organised by the 

Association for a specific period 

c) Disqualify that person from being eligible to participate in matches 

organisedby the Association for a specific period, for indefinite period or life. 

d) Suspend the person from participating in matches organised by the 

Association or from exercising any administrative function in relation to such 

teams for a specific period, and 

e) Disqualify that person from being eligible to participate in teams representing 

the Association or from exercising any administrative function in relation to 

such teams for a specific period, for an indefinite period or life, and shall have 

the power to suspend any penalty. 

7.2 Judiciary Committee May Only Act Following a Report  
The Judiciary Committee shall not take any action against a person unless that 

person has been a subject of a report by a person which was lodged with the 

Secretary before 5pm on the third working day following the end of the match in 

which the alleged conduct or behaviour by the Person Reported occurred.  

7.3 Any Person May Lodge a Report  
Any person who sees or hears another person engage in conduct or behaviour 

which the Reporting Person believes or suspects may not be in compliance with the 

Code of Conduct may lodge a written report containing details of the alleged conduct 

or behaviour with the Secretary of the Association.  

7.4 Procedure Following Receipt of a Report  
Following receipt of a report by the Secretary of the BDCA, the Secretary shall  

a) Forward a copy of the report together with a notice requiring the person 

reported to appear before the Judiciary Committee at a day, time and place 

specified in the notice (being a day which is at least three (3) working days 

after on which the person reported is deemed to have received such notice 

i.e. 5pm on the third day working day after which the notice was sent) to- 

(i) The person reported, and/or  

(ii) The secretary of the club, association or body of which the Reported 

Person is a member.  

b) Forward a notice to the Reported Person requiring the Reporting Person to 

appear before the Judiciary Committee at a day, time and place as specified 

in (a) above. 

7.5 Person Reported to be provided with Further Copy of Report  
At the commencement of a hearing of the Judiciary Committee the Person Reported 

shall be entitled to be provided by the Judiciary Committee with an additional copy of 

the Reporting Person’s report if the Reported Person so request.  
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7.6 Attendance of Reporting Person who is an Umpire Not Required A 

Reporting Person need not attend a Judiciary Committee hearing of a Person 

Reported, being a person charged with a breach of the Code of Conduct arising from 

a report lodged by the Reporting Person, where the person Reported informs the 

Secretary prior to the hearing that the Person Reported agrees with the contents of 

the Reporting Person’s report and does not require the Reporting Person to attend 

the hearing.  

7.7 Right to Representation  
a) A Person Reported who appears before the Judiciary Committee shall not be 

entitled to legal representation or representation by any other person 

b) Notwithstanding the provision of 7.7 (a) above, the Judiciary Committee may, 

in its sole discretion, permit the Report Person to be represented by an 

advocate if the Judiciary Committee is of the belief that such representation 

would assist the orderly conduct of the proceedings. 

7.8 Right of Person to be heard  
The Person Reported may lodge with the Secretary at any time prior to the 

commencement of the hearing by the Judiciary Committee any written comments in 

relation to the matters alleged in the report. The Person Reported shall be entitled at 

the hearing before the Judiciary Committee to make oral representations and to 

make written submissions in respect of the matters raised in the report.  

7.9 Effect of Person Reported Failing to Appear Before the Judiciary Committee  
If the Person Reported fails to appear before the Judiciary Committee and the 

Judiciary Committee is satisfied that the Person Reported or the secretary of the 

club, association or body of which the Person Reported is a member received notice 

in accordance with the relevant provision then the Judiciary Committee may 

adjudicate on the matter which is the Reporting Person’s report and take any action 

against the Person Reported as it deemed necessary.  

7.10 Effect of 2 or More Reporting Persons in Respect of the Same Conduct or 

Behaviour  
If there are 2 or more Reporting Persons in respect to the same alleged conduct or 

behaviour, then the Judiciary Committee shall hear the allegations contained in the 

report of each Reporting Person in the same hearing. Following the adjudication by 

the Judiciary Committee in respect of any alleged conduct or behaviour of the 

Person Reported then the Judiciary Committee shall have no power to hear any 

further allegations in respect of the same alleged conduct or behaviour.  

7.11 Notification of the Judiciary Committee’s Adjudication Written 

notification of the result of the Judiciary Committee’s adjudication shall be 

forwarded on the first working day following the adjudication by the Secretary to:  
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a) The Person Reported 

b) The Secretary of the club, association or body of which the Reported Person 

is member 

c) The Reporting Person, and 

d) The BDCA Management Committee 

e) The BDCA Committee shall report any action taken against the Person 

Reported by the Judiciary to the next Management Committee meeting. 

8  APPEALS AGAINST DECISIONS OF THE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE  

8.1 Right to Appeal  
The Person Reported and the Reporting Person may, within five (5) working days of 

the deemed date of receipt of the written notification of the result of the Judiciary 

Committee’s adjudication, lodge a written appeal against that decision with the 

Secretary of the next level of cricket administration.  

8.2 Grounds of Appeal to be Set Out  
Any written appeal lodged by the Reported Person or the Reporting Person shall set 

out fully the grounds on which the appeal is made according to the following 

guidelines.  

a) New Evidence 

b) Denial of Natural Justice 

c) Severity of Penalties  
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8.3  
a) Effect of Penalties Imposed by the Judiciary Committee on Appeal 

Any suspension or disqualified imposed by the Judiciary Committee on 

the Person Reported shall remain in force and effect unless and until 

the decision is overturned or amended by the next level of cricket 

administration, in which case the decision of the next level of 

administration shall become effective in place of the decision of the 

Judiciary Committee.  

b) Effect of Penalty 

Any person, who has been suspended or disqualified by the Judiciary 

Committee may, at the discretion of the Judiciary Committee  

(i) Be prohibited from acting as an office bearer of the Person 

Reported club, association or body:  

(ii) Be prohibited from acting as captain of any team taking part in 

any match organised by the Association, Council, NSWCCA or 

NSWCA:  

(iii) Be prohibited from acting as a captain which represents the 

Association, Council, NSWCCA or the NSWCA;  

(iv) If the Person Reported is a Delegate Member or an 

OfficeBearer- cease to be such a Delegate or Office-Bearer of 

either the Association, Council NSWCCA or the NSWCA; and  

(v) If the person is not a delegate member or as an Office-Bearer of 

either the Association, Council, NSWCCA and NSWCA, until the 

commencement of the Annual General Meeting held after the 

expiration of the suspension or disqualification.  

c) No player, being disqualified, suspended or de-registered, shall play in 

anycompetition match played under the auspice of the Council, until such 

disqualification or suspension expires or is removed. Associations playing 

disqualified, suspended or de-registered players in either MCC (Inc) or 

Domestic matches, shall forfeit such match/matches to their opponent, and 

shall be liable to disqualification from taking part in any competition under the 

control of the MCC (Inc). 


